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EDITORIAL

Issue No. 43 Spring 2009

CONTENTS

 2009 is likely to be a diffi cult year due to the economic downturn but we have 
plans to continue your enjoyment of matters to do with Leyland Motors throughout 
the year with these magazines!  This fi rst issue of Leyland Torque for 2009 has, as 
promised in the last issue, a particular bias towards lorries with a much higher 
content.  This is partly due to my plan to include an “Album style” section of lorry 
photographs in each issue, centred round a particular topic, and also due to the host 
of letters and photographs which you have sent to me in response to my appeal – 
thank you very much – and please keep them coming! Three members have kindly 
sent Leyland Catalogues/Sales brochures, also magazine cuttings which have proved 
very interesting, and some of these will be used in future.  As far as the letters are 
concerned some of these will again have to be carried over to the next issue and there 
has been a lot of really good comment.
 Work is in hand with regard to preparing a list of the Greene King fl eet of 
Leylands and Allan Condie has done some sterling work on Leyland stock buses and 
PD2s for South Africa, including diverted orders – too much to include as a reply to 
Food for Thought and all good material for future articles. Malcolm Wilford has 
found a 1960s list of Leyland Dealerships and it would be good to learn more about 
the history of their association with Leyland Motors, also it would be good to learn 
more about the overseas establishments and associated companies – please share 
your knowledge with us.  By co-incidence, we have a short piece on Wilkinsons, 
Edinburgh, in this issue, sparked off by some interesting photographs purchased on 
eBay, and the PSV Circle histories of Scottish coachbuilders.
 2009 celebrates 50 years since the production Atlanteans took to the roads in 
force and we will include some special articles relating to this model throughout the 
year.   There is also the rally near Exeter in May – see page 47.  Late News - The 
Greater Manchester Fire Service Museum are to put on a display of Leyland fi re 
engines at Maclure Road, Rochdale on Sun. 7th June, to celebrate 100 years of 
Leyland fi re engines.
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2 LEYLAND TORQUE No. 43    Spring 2009

Membership Subscriptions
          Will you please note that subscriptions are to rise for the 2009/10 year, ie. as 
from 1st August 2009. This will also apply to new members joining, with the special 
offer of extra issues, from the 21st March 2009. The new rates are to be £24.00 
(£28.00 family) for UK membership, £30.00 for Europe and £35.00 for the rest of 
the world. This is the fi rst increase for ten years, despite the fact that printing and 
particularly postage costs have gone up many times during that period and it would 
be imprudent not to recover some of these extra costs. Compared with other Societies 
you may agree that you get a lot for your money from the Society, with 5 magazines 
and also with the quality of both production and content, where we try to achieve the 
highest possible standards.
 Selling prices of publication to non-members are to increase so that the Journal 
will now be sold at £7.00 per copy and Leyland Torque at £6.00 per copy. Sales of 
these are relatively modest to outsiders as it is clearly cheaper to become a member.

11th Leyland Society Gathering at Leyland, Saturday and Sunday 11th & 
12th July 2009       
 Our Gathering this year will be held in conjunction with the British Commercial 
Vehicle Museum but will also form part of the ‘Leyland Transport Festival’ to be 
held over the same weekend. On the Saturday, there will be a parade through Leyland 
town centre (similar to the old ‘Leyland Festival’) and the Leyland Society has been 
invited to take part. Our normal Gathering will be held on the Sunday on a display 
area at the north end of what used to be part of Leyland’s Farington Works. Overnight 
parking will be available on the rally site on Friday and Saturday evenings for 
vehicles that are attending on both days and security will be present.
 We hope that you will support this new event in Leyland and bring a good 
selection of vehicles along on both days. We would also encourage you to take the 
opportunity to participate in the parade with your vehicles and show them to the 
residents of the Leyland area - some of them may have worked on your vehicle!  The 
Ribble Vehicle Preservation Trust have kindly offered to support both the BCVM 
and our event by running their own bus service around the town on the Sunday.
 With this issue you will fi nd an entry form for the Gathering, which should be 
returned to Gary Dwyer (address inside the front cover) as soon as possible.  We will also 
need marshals to help on both days so please come along to make the event run smoothly.

Leyland Society AGM, Sunday 8th November 2009
 Advance notice is being given of the 2009 AGM so that you can get the date 
fi rmly fi xed in your diary. It is to be held at the usual venue, the Museum of British 
Road Transport, Hales Street, Coventry starting at 1.00pm in the Bettman Room. At 
the 2008 AGM we had a higher number of members than usual attend and to hear the 
magnifi cent talk given to us by Malcolm Margetts; it is hoped to publish a summary 
of his talk in the forthcoming issue of the Leyland Society Journal.
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Leyland Chassis Lists
 Members may like to know that Don Hilton from Leighton Buzzard has 
recently been co-opted to the Society Committee to assist with the collation of 
information to prepare lists of vehicles built by Leyland Motors throughout the 
whole of their existence. The 1920s to 1970 are reasonably well covered, thanks to 
the efforts of a number of individuals and in particular Malcolm Wilford. Mike 
Sutcliffe has done a lot of work on the early period from 1896 – 1913 and is now 
extending his research and lists up to 1930.  Don Hilton has been specialising on the 
later period and fi lling in many of the gaps. This is a massive exercise overall but 
will be invaluable for future historians.

Leyland Society Sales 
 It is some time since we publicised the goods which are for sale by the Society 
other than back numbers and Fleet Books. Gary Dwyer has therefore designed a sales 
leafl et which will hopefully be delivered to you with this copy of Leyland Torque. This 
includes the rally memento badges, "some now down to low stock levels"? so don’t 
delay if you want to complete your collection. Please note that orders for all of the 
items should be sent to David Bishop with cheques payable to the Leyland Society 
Ltd.

Back Numbers of Leyland Torque and the Journal
 Still available are Leyland Torque, from No.5 to date, and all issues of the 
Journal. The normal prices are £5 each (incl P&P) and £6 each respectively, but 
special prices can be arranged if you order more than one. Please contact Mike 
Sutcliffe and he will be glad to “do a deal with you” – especially newer members 
who may wish to complete a set.

British Commercial Vehicle Museum Archive
 In this issue we have again used a large number of photographs from the 
Archive and, although we have to pay a signifi cant amount for the use of the 
photographs, both their quality and variety are absolutely magnifi cent. This is helped 
by the work that Colin Balls and the other volunteers do in manipulating the images in 
Adobe “Photoshop” to bring out the best in them. Colin should also be credited for the 
work carried out on pages 30 and 31 of the last issue of Leyland Torque. Please take 
the time to visit the BCVM website at www.bcvm.co.uk and view the images, which 
can be purchased, and the number of photos on the site is increasing all the time. 

Two Good Books
 Readers may like to know that there has been recently published two really 
excellent books covering bus operation in Ireland, both containing a great deal of 
material covering Leylands. These are “Lough Swilly Buses”, by G Irvine Millar, 
and “Great Northern Railway of Ireland Road Motor Services, 1925-58”, by Sam 
Simpson. Lough Swilly were  Leyland enthusiasts from the start of the business. The 
GNR also bought Leylands, with many more from HMS Catherwood, but following 
problems with the Lion LT5A oil engine they turned to AEC. They built their own 
buses, the GNR Gardners, using many components common with the LT7 Lion, and 
there is a whole chapter devoted to these, with a detailed list of components bought 
from the Dublin Leyland Agent, Ashenhurst, Williams & Co. The two books are 
both very well produced and are a must for the serious Leyland enthusiast.
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Leyland Trucks – LAP 30 years on, by Trevor Tunstall
 After spending many fun-fi lled years in the BX Chassis Production facility in 
Farington as a young spirited youth, a young manager called John Wrennalls (alias 
Road Runner Wrennalls) came to see me in my capacity as a leading hand at the 
time.  He asked “can you build a vehicle from top to bottom and from front to back”?  
I replied, I’m sure I can manage that little task.  John quickly replied “go and fi nd 
four of your mates, get your tools together and I want all fi ve of you to come with 
me”.  He obviously had a plan, and as it turned out, it was that we would pilot build 
the Leopard bus chassis in a new purpose-built facility, which was the far side of 
No.8 Shop on the Spurrier site.  With this instruction  I, along with four mates Alan 
Waite, Wally Brown, Bernard Ainsworth and last but certainly not least Big Trevor 
Milner, set off into this new and exciting unknown world (excitement and joy! Great, 
we’re off on a jolly I thought!).
  So John took us away to the new assembly facility, the Leyland Assembly 
Plant.  On arrival at the said building, LAP, we encountered a strange sight as the 
place was only half-fi nished and was fi lled with various construction workers from 
all over the world; they were busy welding, grinding, wiring, roofi ng, sweeping, 
painting and fl uently cursing in many different and strange languages. You didn’t 
need to understand the language to pick up the cursing!  Anyway, the fi ve intrepid 
explorers from the comfort zone of BX entered this brave new world and as is the 
great British tradition, we put kettle on and sat down for a brew.  After reviewing the 
surroundings and the situation in the new facility for a while, we very quickly came 
up with a plan of our own – we were going to nip back to the BX and start nicking 
Leopard bus material so we could start on our quest to build a bus or ‘buz’ as it’s 
fondly known as in Accrington!

The Intrepid Five with the new team build the fi rst Leopard Buses in LAP, 1979
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 At the end of this very busy day, in which I had been exposed to the future of 
truck and bus building and raided the BX for the bits to do the job, my shift came to 
an end and I set off for home content in my achievements thus far.  (Before I carry 
on with my tale, please visualise the LAP as a very large building with no noticeable 
internal landmarks) Anyway, off I go whistling as I go through the exit door and lo 
and behold someone has planted the West Coast railway line right in front of me!  
That wasn’t there when I came in this morning!  So as quick as a fl ash and with the 
speed of lightning and the grace of a gazelle, I thought, you idiot, you’ve come out 
the wrong end, and back-tracked before anyone could detect my obvious 
disorientation.  I didn’t make the same mistake again!  As time went by and with all 
the necessary bits acquired from BX, we succeeded in our quest and the fi rst Leopard 
'buz' rolled off the assembly line during mid September 1979, (I seem to recall we 
pushed it off actually).  Road Runner Wrennalls was there to applaud our efforts, but 
he barely fi nished his appreciation speech, and before we were allowed to wallow in 
the glory of our success, he commanded the encouraging words “get another bus laid 
on that track” –   there is just no satisfying some people is there?
 30 years on I still appear to have the same imminent requests from Management 
to get another vehicle on the track!  By the way, Road Runner Wrennalls must have 
had at least 10 cardboard cut-outs of himself as he seemed to be everywhere at the 
same time, there was just no getting away from him, hence the well deserved title 
RoadRunner, (Beep-Beep!)
                                         
To be continued………
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The text of this article has been taken from the excellent PSV Circle history of Scottish body 
builders, with further information from Richard Gadsby, together with two photographs 
recetly found on eBay by Mike Sutcliffe
 The fi rst reference to Joseph Wilkinson, a motor engineer and millwright 
based at 2 Hope Crescent, Annandale Street, Broughton, Edinburgh, Midlothian, 
was to be found in the 1919-1920 edition of the Edinburgh and Leith Post Offi ce 
Directory.  From the start, Joseph Wilkinson, along with his brother who was also 
involved in the business, was a Leyland agent, and their directory entry for telegraph 
communications was ‘Leyserv’, which was retained throughout the fi rm’s existence.  
Wilkinson also had a short-lived association with the Associated Daimler Company 
Limited during 1926.
 As Leyland agents, the fi rm exhibited at several of the Scottish Motor Shows 
during the 1920s, and was also represented at the Highland Agricultural Show at 
Edinburgh in May 1927, at which it displayed a cattle-carrying fl oat on one of 
Leyland’s extra large wheelbase four-ton chassis. 
 The Wilkinson brothers were seen as “thoroughly keen and loyal” by the 
Leyland General Sales Manager during the mid to late 1920s, although they were 
unsuccessful in an attempt to interest the infl uential Scottish Motor Traction Company 
Limited of Edinburgh in a Leyland demonstrator coach in April 1927.  During 1930, 
the company enjoyed a successful time with orders for commercial vehicles in the 
west of Scotland and around Glasgow, at a time when overall business for Leyland 
in this region was recorded as poor.  
 Whilst the lion’s share of Leyland’s business in Scotland was undertaken 
through this company’s Glasgow depot based at 27 Reidvale Street during the 1920s 
and 1930s, Wilkinson built up a successful portfolio of smaller customers, including 

Leyland Bison recovery 
lorry, (GG  798?) at the 
end of its life   

(Mike Sutcliffe 
Collection)
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several bus operators in Fife and Midlothian, as well as Stark’s Bus Service of 
Dunbar and David Lawson Limited of Kirkintilloch, both of which later became part 
of the S.M.T. group.  Amongst the customers in Fife was Simpson’s Motor Service 
of Dunfermline, which also acquired some Leyland passenger vehicles during 1928 
with bodies thought to be built by the Wilkinson fi rm (two Lioness LC1, 29 seater 
buses, FG 4114/15).  From 1932, a separate coach works was established at McDonald 
Road Coach Works, also in Edinburgh, and vehicle bodybuilding was to remain an 
important part of the business.  Examples of the last coaches supplied by Wilkinson 
before the outbreak of the Second World War were three Leyland Tigers for Boyd of 
Bo’ness, which were very unusual for the period in having convertible coach and 
commercial vehicle bodies (see Torque No.18, pages 8/9).
 During 1947, the fi rm was registered as Joseph Wilkinson (Motors) Limited, 
still located at 2 Hope Crescent and McDonald Road Coach Works.  Interestingly, 
Rossleigh Limited  -  another important motor dealer and engineer, as well as bus 
body builder  -  had a motor repair workshop at 6 Hope Street. 
 In November 1966, the name Hope Crescent was changed to Hopetoun 
Crescent, as it was adjacent to Hopetoun St., towards the Leith Walk end of Annandale 
St.  By 1969, Joseph Wilkinson (Motors) Ltd. had moved to 21 Seafi eld Road, next 
door to a garage used by Edinburgh Corporation Transport Department, having 
previously been neighbours of Corporation’s Central Garage on Annandale St. 
 In 1972, Joseph Wilkinson (Motors) Limited was merged with Millburn 
Motors Limited, the motor dealer based at 75 Hawthorn Street, Possilpark, in 
Glasgow, and now traded as Millburn-Wilkinson Limited.  The new company 
retained the British Leyland dealership for the Glasgow area previously held by 
Millburn, whilst continuing to trade as a motor engineer and vehicle body builder at 
Seafi eld Road in Edinburgh.  The Wilkinson connection was fi nally severed by 
February 1974, by which time Millburn-Wilkinson Limited was trading as Rossleigh 
Commercial Limited, as part of The Heron Corporation, which had acquired the 
long-established Rossleigh group in 1972.

This Beaver replaced 
the Bison, with the 
crane transferred to 
the new lorry
(Mike Sutcliffe 
Collection)
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 For your enjoyment here is a selection of Shop Wagons covering the period 
from the mid 1930s to the 1960s with plenty of variety for this 30-year period .  The 
Leyland Motors Works Fleet frequently had unusual or experimental lorries which 
were kept in good order and many of our members who worked for Leyland Motors 
have fond memories of the wagons.  There is however, a major problem with 
identifying many of the wagons, as the majority of them ran for the whole of their 
lives on trade plates, and this has prevented any research into model types and chassis 
numbers using vehicle registration records.

No.111 was an Octopus 24.O/4, probably chassis no. 600481, line no.1229, being photographed, 
August 1961. It had the Mark II version of the cab with rubber glazing.                  (BCVMA 066470)

Six Leyland Hippo20.H/10 recovery vehicles, based on the tipper chassis, operated from 
Borehamwood, Chorley, Gateshead, Liverpool, Sheffi eld, and Leeds Depots, new 1956-60.  The 
damaged Comet tractor unit came from Liverpool so this Hippo No.89 was probably chassis 580904, 
line no. 47, new 9/58.                                     (BCVMA L070694) 
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Pictured outside South Works is this Octopus 22.O/1, (vacuum brakes) chassis no. 510603, line no. 
615 in October 1951.  No.10 was probably fairly new at the time of the photograph and is laden with 
cabs for the export market.               (BCVMA L043606)

Hippo TSW9D or T, No.17 (051 TB) in December 1947 carrying an export Comet passenger chassis.  
The lorry would be about 13 years old at the time,  photographed outside the Running Shop at South 
Works, standing where King Street now runs.             (BCVMA L034020)
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101 TB was the trade plate carried by No.2, this Leyland 'Beaver Four' TSC13A tipper which was 
new in February 1937 – probably one of chassis numbered 14184/85.  These were both supplied to 
“Leyland Motors Works Transport”.              (BCVMA L019554)

No.15 was a Leyland Lynx DZ4, drop-side lorry which ran on trade plates 172 TB seen in June 1944 
in full wartime black out livery.  We have no further details of this wagon and it was replaced by a 
Comet as will be seen below.                (BCVMA L026646)
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Works No. 25, trade plate 101 TB  again, but this time on a Leyland Beaver 12.B/1 (vacuum brakes), 
and 'drag'.  This “worms eye view” was taken in March 1953 when a few years old but it has not yet 
been possible to identify the lorry.                   (BCVMA L046304)

The new Leyland Motors Ltd No.15 was  another as yet unidentifi ed wagon, this time a Leyland 
Comet ECO2/2R tipping lorry, now on trade plates 188 TB, and  photographed at the same place in 
March 1953               (BCVMA L046316)
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Possibly a demonstrator, this was the fi rst of only two Leyland Bison TSC16, chassis 303346, new 
in May 1939.  Registered ETD 551 it was sold to G.Oldroyd, Dewsbury, W. Yorks in 5/40.  (ETD 552 
was the fi rst Beaver TEC4, chassis 303347. Also, 303345 was described as 'experimental 4 wheel 
chassis'.                                                                     (BCVMA L024340)

No.51 was probably chassis L01003, an Octopus 24.O/10R, line no.50, shown as “Leyland Proving 
Department” in the records.  It was photographed outside the “canteen building” in Thurston Road, 
10/63, loaded with crates for the docks                            (BCVMA L073121)
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 This year marks 50 years since the Leyland Atlantean fi rst appeared in numbers in 
Britain, and after a production run of nearly 30 years, the last ones being built in 1984 for 
MPTE (Liverpool) and 1986 (export models for Indonesia). Very few are now in service. In 
the fi rst of four articles I look at Liverpool Mark IIs.
 From 1935-1952 Liverpool Corporation was mainly an AEC user. From 1952-
1961 it purchased AECs and Leylands in equal numbers, and in 1959 it ordered three 
experimental vehicles. Two were AECs and the other, fl eet number E2 (372 BKA) was 
a Leyland Atlantean PDR1/1 with a Metro-Cammell body. The body was a standard 
one, but fi tted with Liverpool style indicators which gave a different profi le to the front 
panel. Inside was more or less a standard product, with painted metal fi nish around the 
windows and seats covered in red moquette. It entered service on 14th December 1959 
and operated on various routes, and the design was carefully scrutinised by the 
Liverpool engineers. After about a year in service it was withdrawn for modifi cations 
which led to a special chassis (PDR1/1 Mark 2) being built by Leyland specifi cally for 
Liverpool Corporation, although other operators also purchased some.
 E2 could not be fully altered to the new specifi cation, although some changes 
were made to the bodywork. The main changes were made to the platform area and 
driving position at the front, and to the seating arrangement over the rear wheels. 
Here the long seats for three were replaced by back to back double seats over the 
wheel arches, an arrangement which was to be common many years later. In order to 
give better leg room for this seating layout, the wheelbase of the Mark II chassis was 
made 6 inches longer. At the front the seat for three over the front nearside wheel 
arch was shortened to allow a full length locker for crew clothing. Perhaps today this 
needs some explanation. In 1959 Liverpool buses, as those in many other towns, had 
no heaters. Drivers and conductors were issued with overcoats, and on a traditional 
bus, if the weather was warm, these could be hung beneath the stairs or in the cab. 
Not so on the Atlantean, hence the need for a locker, especially until the fl eet was 
entirely changed over to rear engined vehicles. Other front end changes were made 
to the ramped fl oor, (which became stepped) and the driving compartment.
 Leyland Motors agreed to build to the Liverpool design because the operator 
expressed the intention to order 200 chassis. The normal chassis frame for a PDR1/1 
was F.706. The fi rst detail given on the build sheet for a Leyland vehicle is the 
chassis frame, and each design is allocated a number. Chassis number 610777, line 
no.814, was built to the order of Liverpool in April 1961 as an F.706, but by October 
it had been re-engineered to the Mark II specifi cation and became F.834. It did not 
take a new line number, and remained in the PDR1/1 sequence. The next Liverpool 
chassis to be built were 620024, 620217/8 in the Spring of 1962: these were F.834 
frames, line nos.1027, 1044/5. Thereafter, production increased through 1962-3 and 
the complete vehicles went into service over a fi fteen month period.
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L625 and L627 stand in the 
entrance to Prince Alfred Rd. 
garage. The rounded rear end 
of experimental Atlantean E2 is 
seen in the background.

L513 in original form 
is seen at South Castle 
Street, with an o.m.o. 
Leyland Panther in 
reversed livery in the 
background. (All photos 
by Ron Phillips).

L516 from the rear shows the part cutaway design of L500/2-559, and L500 (right) illustrates the 
different registration number position on the prototype body.
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 We must now consider the bodywork, which at the time was thought to be very 
radical, breaking away from the usual MCW styling found on most PDR1/1s then in 
service. The two most despised features (uneven depth between upper and lower deck 
windows, and single skin front and rear domes) were abolished. The size of upper and 
lower deck main windows was the same and the front and rear of the upper deck were 
glazed in the same way as the side windows, allowing excellent visibility for riders at 
the front of the upper deck.  The roof domes were “peaked.”  The fi nal radical touch 
was at the rear, where Atlanteans had a “bite” out of the body to allow for the engine 
cover to be raised. This also aided dispersal of the engine noise away from the 
passenger compartment. 59 of the total of 200 buses had the “bite” extended upwards 
to the point where the cushions of  the rearmost bench seat rested. The advantages of 
this feature were easier access from inside to the rear route number box, and the back 
of the bus was more easily cleaned in bus washing machines. L500, L502-59 had this 
feature, but L501, L560-699 did not. The buses formed a series L500-699, allocated  
registration numbers 500-699 KD, with fl eet numbers to match.
 Until these Atlanteans, Liverpool buses had painted interiors, the colours   
used being cream and green. From late 1955 new buses had anodised aluminum 
window frames inside and pale green formica around the frames. Ceilings and side 
panels were still painted. The new Atlanteans had no painted areas whatsoever, 
except for a little in  the cab area. A white formica type material was used for the 
ceilings, a dark grey was used for side panels, window surrounds and seat backs, and 
the upholstery was  red and grey leathercloth. The staircase was unpainted (a feature 
of older Liverpool buses since 1955) and on the panel facing the gangway was a 
printed  aluminium plate headed “INFORMATION” which listed various regulations 
etc.  These plates were later used by many other operators too. Although the exterior 
styling for future Liverpool Atlanteans would change, the interior styling set by this 
fi rst batch of rear engined double deckers was to endure for twenty years or more.
 The fi rst one to be completed, L501, was exhibited at the 1962 Commercial 
Motor Show, and the styling received immediate acclaim, some drawing a comparison 
with the contemporary Ford Anglia car built at Halewood.  It was expected that the 
fi rst ones would enter service in November 1962, and Liverpool arranged a visit by 
the front entrance AEC Routemaster RMF1254 for comparitive trials. In fact L500 
and L501 were licensed in November, and L500 ran for one day alongside the RMF 
on route 27 before being taken from service. The RMF ran for its month’s trial; but  
Liverpool bus crews demanded that they receive extra pay for working the bigger 76 
seat buses which carried 25% more passengers, and it was to take  three months to 
resolve this dispute. It was February 1963 before the fi rst tranche of Atlanteans 
entered service, and most routes on which they were  used  had the frequency reduced 
to recoup the extra wages. Further economies were made by running less 
supplementary buses at peak hours. All 200 buses entered service more or less in 
numerical order between February 1963 and April 1964. L695 went to Dublin in 
April on loan to C.I.E. and entered service in Liverpool in November 1964.  Another, 
L623, went on loan when new to Oldham in December 1963, and entered service in 
Liverpool in January 1964.
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Showing the 
rear end differ-
ences between a 
Mark II L516 
(left) and what 
should be a 
“Mark III” 
L828 (right). By 
now L516 has 
been fi tted with 
a central 
staircase.

L801 illustrates the second type, and the new indicator arrangement for o.m.o.  Also visible is the 
internal step and the full length “wardrobe” behind the right hand door.

Bolton 198 (UWH 
198) is a Mark II with 
MCCW Liverpool 
style bodywork. Note 
that BCT opted for 
the normal rear end 
cutaway. (All photos 
by Ron Phillips).
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 To follow L500-699, Liverpool placed an order for 180 more similar vehicles, 
but with differences in chassis and body arrangement. The chassis were of another 
bespoke design, this time nine inches longer than the standard Atlantean F.706 type 
and allocted chassis frame number F.948. This extra length allowed for  two extra 
seats on the lower deck, as well as a tip-up conductors seat, and for the “bite” in the 
rear profi le to be avoided and therefore making the rear of the bus easy to clean. The 
fi rst F.948 chassis was L23474, laid down in the autumn of 1964, but not released 
until January 29th of the following year. Its build sheet is endorsed “PDR1/1 special 
chassis, to be ordered and fi tted by the prototype department.” Its line number is 
1934. 
 Three months later, the fi rst of the production run is chassis L40325 with line 
number 2043. These became L700-701 from an initial run of sixty buses, L700-759 
(CKF 700-59C/D), which were delivered between November 1965 and February 
1966, some with a “C” suffi x and some with “D”. L724 was specially fi tted with 
luggage racks for Airport service 586. Following on were L760-879, similar vehicles 
but registered FKF 760-879, some with a “D” suffi x and others with “E” (L825,828 
and L830-79). Several more were equipped with luggage racks for the Airport sevice, 
namely L763, L779, L783 and L788. From L820 onwards, i.e. buses whose chassis 
were laid down in 1966, the O.680 engine was fi tted as standard, and many of the 
earlier Atlanteans were equipped with this unit in 1967-9, although not all.
 In 1968 Liverpool took delivery of 110 Leyland Panther single deckers which 
introduced one man operation to the city bus fl eet, and which carried a reversed 
livery of cream and green.  In the same year, Atlantean L749 was rebuilt from H43/
35F to H43/29D, with a centrally positioned staircase, front and centre doorways, 
and two-piece front indicators which could be changed from the driving position, 
rather than from the front of the upper deck. It was repainted in the cream and green 
livery and shown to the public, but when it re-entered service in May 1969, it had 
reverted to the normal livery.
 L749 was rebuilt in the Corporation’s Edge Lane Works, but in order to 
enable more Atlanteans to be converted quickly, a contract was made with Pennine 
Coachcraft at Oldham to convert 50 vehicles (L830-879) to 2 door/central staircase 
specifi cation like L749, and 50 more (L780-829) to a specifi cation which only 
included the two piece indicator layout.
 In December 1969, Liverpool City Transport was transferred to the Merseyside 
Passenger Transport Executive, which also took over the bus fl eets of Birkenhead 
and Wallasey Corporations. For several years the MPTE carried on with the Liverpool 
vehicle policy, and the remainder of L500-699 were all modifi ed for one man 
operation and the executive continued to order Atlantean chassis until 1984, when 
the fi nal AN68 for a British operator was handed over in a ceremony attended by 
Leyland and MPTE offi cials. The interior styling of the 1962 Mark IIs lasted until 
1984 with Liverpool buses, but the changeover from LCT to MPTE also marked a 
change from MCCW bodywork to Alexanders, who developed their L type bodies 
for Liverpool and also built them for others.  
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144. TIGER PS1, BRN 366  (Torque Nos.36/37)
 Wilf Dodds comments – in Torque No.37 the identity of the Tiger PS1 shown 
in Torque No.36 was established as BRN 866, leaving the name/destination 
unresolved. Courtesy of the Daily Telegraph crossword (I was seeking the name of 
“a small mountain”). I found a listing for “Galtee Mountains, Eire” and, on consulting 
the Internet, discovered that these are 11 miles north-east of Mitchelstown, where 
BRN had been based with J.Mulcahey for over 4 years!  It remains unclear whether 
“Galtee” is carried as a fl eet name or destination, there being several villages with 
Galtee in their names. Note also that, presumably as a “modernisation”, the mountains 
are alternatively spelt Galty – both spellings appearing in the local website.
163.    Emergency Door 
Windows  (Torque No.41)
 Tony Hall comments that 
Fishwick’s  TTB 973/4,  McGill’s 
EHS 994,  Hardwick’s SUA 296  
and Stockton OUP 751-7 were 
PD2/12s worthy of consideration 
with regard to the shallow style 
of emergency exit windows.  
There were also Titan PD2/10s 
Darwen RTJ 608-10, and what 
about the lowbridge bodies?   
MGB 623 of Smith Barrhead 
springs to mind.  Your comments 
please! Tony points out that the Plymouth PD2/12s had ventilators in the rear 
windows which were fi tted during building.
164. Ribble fuel tanks  (Torque Nos.41/42) 
 Wilf Dodds comments – my immediate reaction to Ron’s query was that in a 
large fl eet, it might make operational sense to have all DD with fuel fi llers on one 
side and all SD on the other to permit simultaneous refuelling from an island fuel 
bay. Having consulted my extensive collection of Ribble photos however, I conclude 
that it was the norm for all Ribble stock to have nearside fi llers. From the earliest 
days up to and including PLSC Lions it is diffi cult to determine where the fi ller is 
but, from 1928 (Tiger TS2s onwards) to at least 1953 (PSUC1/Saro), virtually all 
vehicles in Ribble ownership refuelled at the nearside. It has been quite common for 
sold vehicles to be altered to offside fuelling, particularly for rebodied chassis (and 
entirely where Crosville was concerned), but the only Ribble exceptions, in this 
period, to have offside fuel fi llers were – (D/D) BRN 261-90 (PD1/Burlingham); 

(One of the Plymouth PD2/12s, photographed in 
September, 1953.                       BCVM Archive L047066 )
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CCK 606-35, 821-32 (PD2/Leyland);  CCK 636 (PD2/Burlingham) and DCK 202-21 
(PD2/East Lancs). Note that this includes all 50 White Lady coaches, the Burlingham 
DD with White Lady styling, and the 42 South African diverts. (S/D) CRN 211-6, 
DRN  341-54 (Sentinels). For the record Standerwick also became “all-offside”, under 
Ribble infl uence, with its 1935 deliveries, and remained so with the exception of the 
Bedford OBs DFV 701-10.
165. Mystery Tiger Cub. (Torque No.42)
 An in-depth study (thank you all for the host of replies) of the complete batch 
of Alexander bodied Tiger Cubs dating from 1954-5 has narrowed the mystery 
vehicle down to four possibilities – the three purchased from Millburn Motors by 
Moris Little for Edinburgh Corporation, and the single example also in Millburn 
stock, which eventually went to Hall Bros. of South Shields. In the absence of any 
other information it could be any of the above four, the most likely one however is 
for Hall Bros, as suggested by Bob Kell.  
Details are as follows.

Contr.
Fleet 
No.

Reg. No.   Type
Ch. 
No.

Customer Seats
Date
New

New date/Comments

4600 820 NFS 749  PSUC1/2 543406 Edinburgh C41F 24/11/54 Both via Millburn 
Motors, Delivered 6/55,    
Entered service 7/554601 819 NFS 748  PSUC1/2 543398 Edinburgh C41F 1/10/54

4605   - CU 8625  PSUC1/2 543400 Hall Bros. C41F 30/9/54
Via Millburn Motors,  
Entered service  5/56

4609 821 NFS 941  PSUC1/2 543455 Edinburgh C41F 4/10/54
Via Millburn Motors,   
Delivered 7/55 

 There is a story attached to the Edinburgh batch. They were bought by Moris 
Little, from Millburn, and he had to go to the Transport Committee to have the 
purchase confi rmed. His case was the excessive running costs of the Bedfords and 
maintenance problems with the Perkins P6 (TA) engines which had been fi tted.
 Mike Fenton suggested  that the mystery Tiger Cub was Barton 733, SVO18.  
This was a show job, built on 20th September 1954, and it appeared at the 1954 

C o m m e r c i a l 
Motor Show. It 
was however 
licensed in April 
1955, before the 
photograph of 
the mystery 
vehicle was 
taken.  In the 
absence of a 
photo of SVO18 
when new we 
cannot be 
absolutely sure (Allan T.Condie Collection)
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however, but the Alexander contract book shows Barton as the customer, and not 
Millburn Motors.  Tony Hall also suggests Barton, as does S.B. Harpin, but the fi rst 
Barton batch were too early in delivery bearing in mind that the mystery photo was 
taken in May 1955. He also suggests that it may have been there for refuelling before 
delivery but, as Drip Road had its own 
pumps that is unlikely.
168. Leyland Galion
 This advertisement was recently 
found on eBay, advertsing “The Leyland 
Galion”  -  No, not a misspelling for a 
sailing ship, but a tractor!   Does anyone 
have any bright ideas about this one?
169. Cuban  Olympics
 “I wondered if anyone at the 
Society knows what happened to the 
buses aboard the Magdeburg after its 
collision and sinking in the River Thames 
in 1964, carrying Leyland Olympics to 
Cuba?“ asks  Bob Couttie, Maritime 
Accident Casebook. Allan Condie 
comments  –  Leyland buses for Cuba are 
always interesting.  There were originally 
620 Royal Tigers ordered for Cuba in 
1951, at the time it was the largest single 
dollar order ever received by a British Company.  The order was frustrated and the 
last 50 went to Buenos Aires; all these had Saro bodies. Cuba came back for more in 
1960/61 in the shape of 200 Olympics, as they could no longer obtain buses from the 
U.S.A.  Eighteen of these were damaged in an explosion at Havana docks and were 
returned to England for rectifi cation. 
 The 42 vehicles involved in the Thames incident had a more interesting 
future.  Some were salvaged and I await your comments and input please as to where 
they went and what happened to them. One clue – Wollongong! If you are into 
politics the whole story revolving around the Cuban Olympics is an interesting one 
and possibly worth a whole article in a future issue of Torque.  The United States had 
a trade embargo with Cuba in place after Fidel Castro came to power in 1959, and 
didn’t like the UK selling buses there.  Strange to say, the Olympics replaced General 
Motors ‘old look’ types, built in the USA.

170. Lydney bodied Guy Arab UFs with Leyland fronts.
 Geoff Lumb, Huddersfi eld, asks if the four Guy Arab Coaches supplied to 
South Midland Motor Services in late 1952 incorporated parts supplied by Leyland?   
The Lydney bodies were in fact completed by Bristol’s Brislington Body Works.  
Your thoughts please on this for the next issue. Whilst your editorial team can supply 
some of the answers, we would like to hear your views.

 Leyland Galion Tractor Advert
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171. An unusual Titan PD1.
 Hiding in the background of the mystery Tiger Cub photo in Torque No.42 
was an Alexander bodied Titan, seen here. 
 This is one of three PD1s where Alexanders had fi tted the chassis with second-

hand bodies (why?) in 1947/8, 
and they were given new bodies 
in May 1955. They were also re-
registered, but the photo of RA2 
in Larbert Road shows the original 
numbers. One wonders if a visit to 
Stirling Motor Tax Offi ce resulted 
in the re-registration; it often 
depended on the member of staff 
on duty how the rules were 
interpreted!  For the record the 
vehicles are as follows. PSV 

(RHG 
Simpson)

(R.Holmes)
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Circle records always stated that all had Burlingham bodies but photographic 
evidence proves otherwise. The bodies all came from Ribble via Millburn Motors.  
Does anybody know from which vehicles the bodies came?

Fleet No. Reg. No. Make / Model
Chassis 
No.

Body / Seating
Body 
No.

New Wdn.

RA1(R608) AWG715 Leyland Titan PD1 470807 Roe               L27/26R 7/47
HMS217 Alexander     L27/26R 4682 5/55 10/67

RA2(R610) BMS313 Leyland Titan PD1 471398 ECOC/ECW L27/26R 10/47
HMS218 Alexander     L27/26R 4681 5/55 3/68

RA5 BMS316 Leyland Titan PD1 470974 Burlingham   L27/26R 1/48
HMS219 Alexander     L27/26R 4683 5/55 10/67

172. Cheetah Mystery – From Eric Ogden, Cheadle Hulme
 Enclosed are two rather poor but interesting snapshots of a Leyland Cheetah 
LZ5A, registered in Southport after the last War. It had chassis 202796 and was 
bodied by Santus, C29F, for Bullock & France in 12/47, registered FFY 917. It passed 
to Blundell, Southport in 3/53 and was up-seated to 33. John Bennett, Loughborough, 
knows of 3 contemporary Cheetahs (chassis 202798-800, being LZ5, LZ4 and LZ5A, 
with Santus, Thurgood and Burlingham bodies respectively) that were apparently 
also (fi rst?) registered in 1947/48. Can any reader please throw any light on this 
mystery?  (“Un-frozen” Cheetahs ?!!)   Eric also tell us that FFY 917 was fi tted with 
a Comet engine!

(Eric Ogden collection)

Alexander BMS 313, 
with original 

ECOC/ECW body  
(Eddie Shirras)
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Charles Watson, Ipswich has kindly sent these two photographs of Leylands in Ireland, taken in 1964 
(in colour – shame we can’t run to colour at present!).  (Do you have any more of these Charles? 
– Ed.)

The Albright-Wilson (Ibex Works- Dunhaoghaire) Leyland Beaver 12B/1, ZE 7693, probably chassis 
502870, line no.1168, supplied via Ashenhurst Williams, 11/50.  It was always kept in beautiful 
running order and appearance, it seen coming out of the goods area of Kingsbridge (now Heuston) 
station in Dublin.

CIE, Leyland Cub KPZ1, chassis 6771, originally one of eight 20 seater buses with GSR bodies, new 
in 1936 as ZA 9436, outside their Spa Road Works.  It became lorry W6, in 1947.  Note there is no cab 
door on the offside!
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24 GREAT SOUTHERN RAILWAY,  IRELAND  

 This magnifi This magnifi This magni  cent photograph shows a Leyland Titan TD7 belonging to the Great Southern Railway, Ireland, and fi cent photograph shows a Leyland Titan TD7 belonging to the Great Southern Railway, Ireland, and fi o
and Leyland /DUTC H30/26R body, new in December 1940.   The bus passed to CIE on its formation  and lasted un
1936 Leyland Tiger TS7s (TI 2965-67) with 32-seater GSR-built body.               

-   LEYLAND TITAN TD7,  AND TIGER TS7         25

oooone can almost hear the roar of its Leyland 8.6 litre oil engine.  It was GSR No. 832, with chassis number 306648, 
nnnntil March 1960, nearly 20 yeas in service.   Parked at the side of the road and surrounded by cyclists is one of the 

(The Omnibus Society / Alan Cross) 
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Thanks to John Bennett, Wilf Dodds, Mike Fenton, Peter Greaves, Michael Hampton, Tony 
Holdsworth, Paul Lacey, and Phil Toms. 

Boughton’s,  Leyland Tiger TS6,  TL 2965 (Torque Nos. 40,41)
 Mike Fenton is dubious (and I agree) of the designation of the body as 
Burlingham rebuilt by Rainforth as the body shows no Burlingham characteristics. 
As this attribution appears fi rm, the question arises as whether this coach is actually 
the ‘real’ TL 2965. As a wartime requisition and used in France, loss of identity is 
quite possible. Does anyone have a photograph of  TL 2965 before wartime service?

Excelsior, Bournemouth,  Leyland TS2,  CK 4090 (Torque Nos.40 - 42)
 This isn’t a Leyland matter but the Crossley, FG 6511, shown in Torque No. 
42 with Fallowfi eld & Knight, and which donated its Duple body to CK 4090 , has 
been described variously by correspondents as a Condor, as Arrow and Alpha. After 
consulting the excellent Crossley book by Messrs Eyre, Heaps and Townsin, it 
appears to be none of these. It certainly isn’t a Condor, the 1929 Arrow model was 
swiftly renamed ‘Six’ after Dennis claimed the Arrow name, and again, in late 1931, 
an Alpha. As a 1930 model, it is strictly a ‘Six’. Odd then, that Atkinson used the 
Alpha name for postwar buses.

Hillside, Markyate,  Leyland Tiger TS7,  JB 7497 (Torque Nos. 40,41)
 Wilf Dodds considers the Ribble body to be by Brush, and almost certainly 
from TS8s RN 8828 or RN 8832.  Both chassis were rebuilt and rebodied into OUR 14 
and RJH 350 respectively in 1953/4 so it could be either.  Was the other one recycled 
also? (What a mixture!)   Now, that brings us onto another item already “in stock” 
for Odd Bods. –  OUR 14 itself! –  so we might as well put the picture in here and ask 
you about this Odd Body – over to you!

(David 
Charlton 

Collection)
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Healing’s Tours Ltd,  Oldham, Leyland TS4,  EK 8771 (Torque Nos.41,42)
          Phil Toms researches' indicate that the original body may have been by Santus 
of Wigan (with an outside chance of it having one of the ‘missing’ Massey coach 
bodies of 1932). However Paul Lacey’s photograph of EK 8771 with J.White of 
Reading appears to confi rm Burlingham (or a decent copy of one!). Note the giant 
balloon tyres on the front - very diffi cult to steer!

     

(Paul Lacey collection) 

Brunt, Hatfield,  Leyland Tiger TS2?   HJH 472 (Torque No. 42)
 The origin of this vehicle lies with Venture of London NW2  and a Tiger 
registered HX 376 in 1930.  This was rebodied by Duple in 1939 (body 6891 series 
2). In December 1946 it was re-registered HJH 472, presumably after renovation, 
with a new radiator and PS1-type front mudguards. The chassis number was 60921 
and correspondents differ over a TS1 or TS2 designation.

Pullman Motorways,  Leyland Cub SKP2,  AGY 908 (Torque No. 42)
 Pullman Motorways was the trading name of F.England, London W1, and 
'Pullman' it probably was, seating only 16 in its Metcalfe body – ‘2 and 1’ seating?  
It was new in June 1933 with chassis number 1671.   

Holt, Rochdale,  Leyland Tiger TS4,  DK 7886 (Torque No. 42)
 This Tiger was new in May 1932 (chassis no. 339).  Tony Holdsworth believes 
the photograph is an offi cial one by Burlingham. If this is not conclusive, other 
members have suggested Harrington, Shearing & Crabtree or Roberts coachwork.

New Items  -  (see overleaf)

'You can't tread on the tail of a Tiger'
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Hicks, Braintree,  Leyland Tiger TS2?  VX 8349
 An unfl attering body line should help to identify the body on this early Tiger 
which went on to have a long and involved history. So, who built the coachwork?

Mike Sutcliffe Collection)

D.M.D. Ltd (Contractors), No. 553,  Leyland Tiger, TS2,  DF 7557
 Presumably photographed in a contractor’s compound, this elderly Tiger has 
seen better days and looks near the end of its life.  The coachbuilder presumably took 
the Strachan coach body as a design guide but who was it? (It looks a bit like the one 
on page 26 of this issue?!).

(Mike Sutcliffe Collection)
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York Motors, Manchester,  Leyland Tiger PS1,  JNF 357
 When we look for postwar coach oddities, we turn, more often than not, to 
Lancashire and its myriad of 1940s coachbuilders.  Which was responsible for this?

(Mike Sutcliffe Collection)

Sheldon & Co,  Leyland Cub SKP?  EN 7584
 It has a Cub radiator and it has CUB on the grille, so it must be a Cub, mustn’t 
it?  However EN 7584  has none of the daintiness of many Cubs, with it's very heavy 
looking coachwork and appears to have been rebodied – by whom? Is that a snake 
on the radiator?

(M Fenton Collection)
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 This item looks at railcar activities by the two joint founders of B.U.T. before 
huge orders from British Railways forced a massive expansion and restructuring of 
the company. The business was mostly outside Great Britain, and although the 
products entered service during the period when B.U.T. virtually ceased to build 
trolleybuses and concentrated on railcar business, the products were planned and 
constructed by either Leyland or AEC.
 Previous articles have described the diesel cars built by AEC and Park Royal 
for the Great Northern Railway of Ireland and C.I.E.  In Northern Ireland, the railway 
and bus service provider U.T.A.converted redundant railway carriages into diesel 
rail car units using Leyland O.600 engines and torque converter transmission. The 
photograph opposite shows how a new cab structure was grafted on to repannelled 
carriages. This work dates from the mid-fi fties.
 AEC did a similar thing for railways abroad. The Dutch rolling stock builder 
Allen supplied a series of new railcars for Netherlands Railways (NS). These were 
fi tted with engines, transmissions and control gear similar to those supplied by AEC 
to Ireland. The engines were of type A220, the 11.3 litre unit used in the Regal Mark 
IV export bus, and production was mainly in 1953-4. (Earlier a small number of  9.6 
litre vertical bus engines as used in the AEC Regent III bus had been supplied to NS 
in August 1949.) Following this Allen built railcars for Portuguese Railways (CP) 
using the same type of engine in both broad and narrow gauge cars built 1954-5.
 Further afi eld, two Australian railways obtained power units and transmissions 
to put in railcars. Cravens built 18 railcars for the Western Australian Government 
Railways, supplied in 1955. These had AEC A219 9.6 litre horizontal bus engines as 
used in the AEC Regal Mark IV bus used in Britain. There were also some luggage/
parcels cars with the same equipment. The Queensland Railways commisioned the 
Commonwealth Engineering Company (Commeng) of Rocklea East, Queensland, to 
build railcars in 1955 and 1960-62. The former used the A219 9.6 litre engines (6), 
whilst the latter had the more powerful A220 11.3 litre engines (30). The fi nal ten of 
1962 had the last AEC engines supplied for railcar use, being built well into the 
B.U.T. era.
 As well as for passenger railcars, B.U.T. provided power trains for special-
purpose railway vehicles and for light locomotives. It was generally Leyland which 
supplied these, and for haulage locomotives it was often the O.900 engine, designed 
at Leyland but built at the Albion factory in Scotland, which was used. The same 
engine in horizontal form was to power many British Railways diesel cars. It was 
15.2 litres in capacity. Some special Albion Royal Scot passenger chassis were 
supplied to South African Railways in 1958, designed for high speed off-road 
running. 
 In the next article in this series we shall examine the profusion of railcar 
orders generated by British Railways from 1955 onwards.
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U.T.A. diesel railcar No.35 of a three-car set made from existing carriages converted by the U.T.A. 
workshops, and powered by an O.600 engine and transmission supplied by Leyland. 

(BCVMA L048607)

A ballast cleaning machine in Britain mounted with a Leyland O.600 vertical diesel engine. 
(BCVMA L049708)
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 In 1958, Leyland introduced a new cab for some of its production range of heavy 
goods vehicles. This all-steel cab, titled the “Vista-Vue” would be sourced from the 
Motor Panels Company of Coventry. With slight modifi cations, and with the intention 
of keeping costs down, it could also be fi tted to some models built by the Albion plant 
in Scotland and to the Dodge 300 range that was being built at Kew. A similar 
arrangement had already taken place some ten years earlier, with a Briggs cab being 
fi tted to both Leyland Comets and Dodges. Throughout its production life, and to this 
day, all three manufacturer’s products have been referred to as having L.A.D. cabs.
 While cataloguing the collection of Scammell photographs and negatives held 
by the B.C.V.M. Archive, I came upon a strange, but yet rather familiar set of photos 
from the 1960s. These images of a L.A.D. cabbed 3 axle articulated unit, coupled to a 
tandem-axled fuel tank trailer, were liveried in the colours of Shell-Mex & BP. When 
I searched through my guide notes on Scammells, I found reference to the vehicle in 
question, which was described as being fi tted with a “Leylandish” cab. This intrigued 
me, and was defi nitely worthy of further investigation. From available documents, I 
was able to confi rm that this was a pre-production model, the Trunker Mark I, which 
was designed by Scammell in anticipation that the forthcoming 1964 Construction 
and Use Regulations would permit the use of 32 tons gross articulated vehicles.
 The 6x4 unit was powered by the Gardner 6HLX 150bhp engine. To reduce 
fumes and noise within the cab, it was mounted behind and beneath the cab at frame 
level. The 6 speed Scammell gearbox was installed ahead of it, with the drive being 
turned 360 degrees by a set of gears and transmitted by a shaft running underneath 
to the Albion bogies. The double drive bogie, an unusual feature on U.K. artics at 
this time, was mounted on single wheels.
 The design of the vehicle had several good points, such as easier accessibility 
to the horizontal engine, which was normally fi tted to passenger vehicles, a lower 
centre of gravity and an improved cab environment (lack of cab space always being 
a source of complaint from drivers of this type of vehicle.)  However, it would have 
been too expensive to manufacture commercially and it did not handle well on 
corners in adverse conditions. Only three were ever built and all used in the Shell-
Mex & BP fl eet. The experimental model was followed by the Trunker Mark II, a 
better known and conventional 6x2 twin steer, powered by either the Leyland 
O.600/680 or the Gardner 6LX engine, and fi tted with the fi reglass Michelotti 
designed cab.
 Although I have been unable to fi nd out, perhaps some reader knows the 
answer to the following questions.
 – How long did they remain in service?
 – Were they bought by the operator, or more likely, were they trialled for a 
time, then returned to Watford for dismantling?
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This rear view shows clearly the single rear wheels of the double drive rear bogie.
(BCVMA S04946D)

379 BGO in the Shell-Mex & BP livery carries a Leyland look-alike L.A.D. cab, but is badged 
Scammell. The Leyland shield shaped badge below the widscreen states TRUNKER 10 WHEELER.

(BCVMA S05206)
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Looking down on the Trunker I chassis, showing the mounting of the horizontal Gardner 6HLX 
engine behind the cab and an absence of a rear chassis crossmember.            (BCVMA S04978A)

Shell Mex & BP DLK 295C is a Trunker Mark II, a conventional 6x2 tractor unit used widely by the 
petro-chemical industry.               (BCVMA S5919B)
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We have again had an enormous response with letters – thank you everyone!   Together 
with those carried over from Torque No.42, I could have fi lled many more pages than are 
available!  Some letters and small articles will again have be held over so, if you don’t see 
your letter in this issue, don’t worry, it is in stock and ready for inserting soon. This will 
include the host of letters and photographs of the rear engined Tiger Q723 GHG which 
makes an interesting story itself.

“Comet” in Cumbria – from J.Sproston, Frodsham
 The picture on page 38 of Torque No.42 of a “Leyland Comet” is of a cab 
only, as it is on an AEC Matador!  I was told about this cab by Colin Harley with a 
chance of buying it.
 In September 1998 the annual Kendal torchlight procession was on so I ran 
up with my 1956 Beaver and Dyson outfi t with my tools. The next day, dropping the 
trailer off at Crooklands, I set off to the timber yard. The cab was found to be fully 
gas welded to the lower chopped Matador cab and removal by burning the welds off 
would have been disastrous. When the Comet grill was removed the full AEC radiator 
and badges were still intact. In the end I stripped what I could and headed home.

Leyland Beaver 14B/8, chassis no.562157,line no.134 , one of 46 for Power Petroleum, new  9/56

 I managed to save this 8-wheeler Leyland Constructor 30.26, reg no. H392 
00B, in April 2008 just missing another one the month before. It’s fi tted with a Hook 
lift loader, DAF engine and a ZF gearbox dating from 1990. Repairs on it will start 
when the Cruiser unit is fi nished, hopefully by April after a full overhaul and repaint. 
The Cruiser 16.26 is D483 CLF, built in 1986, with a TL11 C and Spicer gearbox 
now fi tted with a power take off for tipping work.
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The Constructor referred to on the previous page

Pollard / M&D Titan TD1s – from Michael Plunkett, Worthing      
 Now, a post script to the almost un-ravellable saga of Pollard’s TD1/M&D KJ 
1941: I fi nd that the M&D body which appeared to be on KJ 1941 “328” (which 
should have been on KR 6533) according to the little plate on the saloon bulkhead 
was, if the M&D fl eet history is correct, broken up in 1/40 and the chassis 10/40!  
And yet there it was in 1949… so what was the real story?  Hopefully some Torque 
reader may have an answer!  (Note – by coincidence there is a picture of the ex Pollard 
TD1, CH 9289, on page 45 of the Feb/March 2009 issue of Classic Bus – Ed.)

Maidstone & District Titan TD1s – From Windy Gale, Hayes, Kent
 With reference to Torque Nos.40 and 41, pages 38/39 and 43/44 respectively, 
I have been following the Pollard Titan TD1 CH 9289 etc. saga.  I do not have any 
photos of these particular buses with diagonal bracing but I have  some details which 
appear to confl ict with the fi gures given. According to the M&D Fleet History, 
compiled by the M&D and East Kent Bus Club, which I have integrated into my own 
records, KR 6533 came fi rst and was delivered to M&D in October 1930 and was a 
Leyland TD1 chassis, No. 71723, fi tted with a Leyland H24/24R body. It was 
numbered 328 in the M & D fl eet and withdrawn in 1940.  The body is recorded as 
having been broken up in January 1940 and the chassis was similarly broken up in 
October of that year.  The body number is either not known or not recorded.
 KJ 1941 was delivered to M & D in October 1931 and was also a Leyland 
TD1, with chassis number 72287, and fi tted with a Leyland H24/24R body. It was 
numbered 247 in the M & D fl eet and was withdrawn in 1948.  It was noted with 
Barwick, Foots Cray, Kent (a dealer), and recorded with Thrower, Figsbury Ring in 
June 1949, but not operated by him.  It was later recorded as a caravan at Nether 
Wallop, in possibly Jan 1950, but there are no recorded owners after this so far as 
was known until the item appeared in Torque.
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Note the diagonal bracing rods                      (Windy Gale Collection)
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 As far as is known from the records I have available, neither vehicle was 
renumbered at any time during its service with M&D but I should point out that 328 
is only a couple of numbers short of the series of fl eet numbers used by Chatham & 
District (who were a subsidiary of M&D by this time) and who often had to borrow 
M&D buses to augment their fl eet in times of shortages. They also took delivery of 
KR 6530-32 at the same time as M&D took identical buses.
 It should be remembered that in August 1940 Gillingham garage was hit by 
enemy bombing, and 51 vehicles are recorded as completely or largely destroyed. In 
order to keep operating as many vehicles as possible, at a time when there were large 
numbers of workers employed in and around the Medway towns with their dock and 
military facilities, I am quite sure that M&D would have resorted to many devices to 
get some vehicles back on the road using assorted parts from other more damaged 
vehicles.  Now, although neither KR 6533, nor KJ 1941 are specifi cally mentioned, it 
may well be that they were among the vehicles partially used or rebuilt from damaged 
vehicles.  Or even, the body of 328 may have still been lurking about more or less 
complete at the back of one of the M&D garages, despite having been offi cially 
recorded as broken up, and was possibly put on the chassis of 247. As M&D suffered 
a lot of war damage, being a prime target in the Medway towns, it is highly probable 
that the bodywork on the 1930 vehicles was kept going by the addition of diagonal 
cross bracing.  
 I fi nd that I have two views of vehicles from the KJ 1901-44 batch, 223/24, KJ 
1917/18 with diagonal bracing across the side windows of both the upper and lower 
deck saloons at the windows nearest the front and rear bulkheads. 223 was taken with 
wartime markings, and 224 after early 1947, as it was the bus that lost its roof after 
coming into contact with the infamous Sackville Arch low bridge in Bexhill. It fi nished 
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its life with the bodywork stopping at the top rail of the side windows having nothing 
more than a thin rail forming a loop around the top of all the upper deck windows.   
 Equally as mysterious is the fact that on the back of the photo of 223 it states 
that the bodywork was by Shorts.  I may have written that on the photo from my 
earlier records and it may be inaccurate but early PSV Circle records intimated that 
these bodies were built under licence by Shorts for Leyland. This seems highly 
possible as it was not uncommon and Shorts was right on M&D’s doorstep at 
Rochester.  Maybe the Shorts bodied batch of TD1s did have weaknesses in later life 
which the Leyland built ones did not have.  That raises the question of whether bodies 
built by Short Bros, Rochester,  to Leyland designs carried “Shorts” or “Leyland” 
builder’s plates?  I do not know the answer to these but I hope somebody else will!

Leyland Charabanc – From Chris Leyshon-James, by email         
 Please can you please date the attached photo of my grandfather’s Leyland 
charabanc, HB 1193. His company was based in Merthyr, and from looking at an old 
1920s phone directory, was known as W. Leyshon & Co, Motor Garage Proprietors.

(Absolutely brilliant! – It is a Leyland model M, 36hp, 28 seat chara with body built by Leyland, 
new about 1920 (1919-21).  It is very similar to my “Torpedo” chara of 1914 but a later design of 
body.  It also has a bevel driven back axle (as opposed to worm drive).  Does any reader have any more 
information please? – Ed.)

Lioness Six – from John C Thompson, Doncaster
 Very many thanks for yet another most interesting issue of Leyland Torque 
(No.42). Your article on Donald Stokes was particularly interesting to me as I met 
him once; it was when he opened the International Fire Service Exhibition at Olympia 
in 1975, when I was responsible for the Vintage Fire Appliances on display. Also, 
although I am not really a bus man, I do take a great interest in them as many bus 
chassis designs lend themselves for use as the basis for fi re appliance use, but the 
article I refer to, was the one by Malcolm Thwaite “G.J.Rackham & the Titan 
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Lowbridge Body” which I found most interesting, and of course your article on the 
“Leyland” display at the Bus & Coach Show.
 The illustrations, again, all excellent, the Lioness Six LTB1 coach (CK4347) 
on page 41 brought back memories of the one which Allenways of Birmingham 
operated which I travelled on a number of times, and the Leyland LTB1 Escape 
Tender OF7788 which my father used to drive when we lived at Harborne Fire Station 
(1935 to 1950) in Birmingham.

Lioness Six LTB1 – From Bernard Ashcroft, Preston
 Referring to the photo on page 41 of Torque No.42 I can supply the following 
information – CK 4347 was a Leyland Lioness Six LTB1, chassis no. 50871, with a 
C26R body of unknown make. It was new to J.G. Hodgson, Preston (t/a Bon 
Chaunce), 3/5/30 and was sold to A.Parkinson (K E Motors), Knott End, 3/38., then 
to the Air Ministry in 5/41. It had an unladen weight of 5-3-1 and sported a yellow 
and black livery.
 Mike Fenton, Brian Blakemore and Peter G.Greaves have confi rmed/ 
added to the information sent by Bernard; Peter has added one or two other comments 
relating to Torque No.42. On page 3, the fi rst Ribble PD2/3 appears to be CCK 827;  
the Karrier on page 19 with the demonstrator TD1 was Blackpool 53, FR 8379;  and 
on page 23 the second Thames Valley TD1 was RX 4343 (not RX 4243). Referring to 
Torque No.9, the TVT TD1 was RX 5565. (Nice to get the record straight,  thank you 
Peter – Ed.) 

Canadian Lioness Six – From Bernard Hayes, by e-mail 
 I have enclosed a copy of my “Montreal ‘62” booklet (produced by The 
Omnibus Society) which contains some of the details you asked about relating to the 
Canadian Lioness Sixes. I wrote it while on a three-year Short-Service Commission 
with the RCAMC, mainly based in Montreal, and found that the city’s transit 
authority was celebrating its Centennial in 1962. The Leyland vehicles in question 
are described on page 5. On page 26 is a photograph of the solitary Leyland “Lioness” 
No. 369 in the fl eet of the Provincial Transport Company. (These two photographs are 
reproduced here, very small as they are of very poor quality, however they are all we have 
at present – can anyone help with more photographs please?  Also, the later bonneted 
buses/coaches, equivalent of the TS7 and TS8, described both as Tigress and Lioness - were 
they normal control versions of the Tiger, or did their design go back to the LTB1 Lioness 
Six, with higher frame and central propshaft? – Ed.)

 Left – Montreal Transportation Commission, LTB1 of 1931, probably 560, with Smith Bros, Toronto, 
body and an E11 “gasoline” engine. It lasted until October, 1960. Right – The Provincial Transport Co, 
Quebec, purchased this 29 seater coach late in 1936                                            (The Omnibus Society)
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I think Prévost buses 5123 and 5324-5327 of Chambly Transport will interest you, 
too. When I came across them (and occasionally travelled on them to work), they 
sounded as if they had Leyland engines and, sure enough, when I visited the Chambly 
garage, the garage engineer declared that they were indeed Leyland (vertical?) 
O.600s, mounted at the rear. He complained of the fact that the ancillaries were all 
“on the wrong side” of the engine for maintenance, but rhapsodised about the quality 
of “the materials” - he certainly rated them. What may also interest you is that, at the 
time, the predominant vehicles in MTC’s fl eet were those produced by the Canadian 
Car Company, all having the horizontal AEC AH590 engine or, in the later models 
the AV 690 mounted at the rear. A number of the other operators likewise employed 
these AEC-engined “Can-Cars”.
 I must mention Ken Wood. I had gathered that Leyland had representation in 
Canada and duly wrote to Leyland Motors (Canada) at the specifi ed address to 
inquire about any Leyland buses and coaches in the Montreal area. Imagine my 
surprise when a day or two later, the ‘phone rang and a chap introducing himself as 
Ken Wood invited me round to his apartment for a chat, as he lived “right next door” 
in the apartment block adjacent to mine!  It seemed Ken was manager of the Leyland 
plant at Fatima, only a few miles east of us on the South Shore (of the St. Lawrence). 
He told me that a few Olympics had been supplied to the transit operator in Guelph 
Ontario, but there seemed to have been few sales in Quebec and Ontario: “They 
don’t know what they need”, he proclaimed. A week or so later, parked on the 
opposite side of our avenue, opposite Ken’s apartment, was an unpainted Leyland 
tractor unit, a demonstrator I imagined and which as I recall looked identical to that 
depicted in the upper illustration on page 6 of Leyland Torque No.38.
 Ken’s comment about the customers put me in mind of a loud conversation 
one could not help but overhear on the Leyland stand at the Commercial Motor 
Show at Olympia (I am not sure now whether it was 1956 when the Atlantean 
prototype was on show or 1958 when the Wallasey and James vehicles were 
exhibited) when one of the Leyland representatives, a Mr Chadwick, apparently 
talking to someone from London Transport asking about the possibility of 
accommodating particular LT requirements, declared that a large company like 
Leyland could not make variations for individual customers. Not long afterwards the 
well-known trial Atlanteans appeared on route 24, but did not, apparently, trigger a 
large order. That fell, in due course, to Daimler’s Fleetline.

B.U.T. in Ireland – from Charles Watson, Ipswich
 Torque No.38, page 8, refers to B.U.T. railcars on the GNR (Ireland). The 
standard Irish Gauge is 5' 3", not 5' 6"!   I can remember sitting directly behind the 
driver on the morning “Enterprise” to Belfast in 1954, great fun for a 12 year old!

Premier Tigers – From Paul Lacey, Wokingham
 I much enjoyed the article on the Premier Tigers in the Society Journal, and 
it got me thinking once again about them. The fact that Leyland built the bodies on 
some was indeed a revelation when you fi rst discovered it, but I still have a niggling 
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feeling that the London Lorries name could still have been involved. I was reminded 
of this by the Tiger TS2s supplied to Black & White, as for some years the ‘DF’ 
examples were listed as London Lorries, whereas they are now credited to Leyland, 
the ‘DG’s’ being by London Lorries. Somewhere I recall reading that some of those 
bodied by Leyland were actually fi tted out by another coachbuilder, so I just wonder 
if that might have happened, as Leyland would be a rare choice for a full-blown 
coach then surely?  That could have resulted in LL applying transfers which would 
lead to the recording of them as LL bodies?

Premier Tigers – From Richard Peskett, Hindhead
 I came across this item the other day which may be of interest for Leyland 
Torque. The City of Oxford leafl et depicts Tiger TS3, GH 7090, also the reference to 
the Great Western Railway. (Thanks Richard, I don’t think we’ve previously seen one of 
the Premier Tigers in Oxford livery before – Ed.) 

  
Badger in South Africa – Also from Richard Peskett, Hindhead
 I thought the radiator on this bus, with original ‘Badger’ badge, was quite 
interesting in South Africa.
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G.J.Rackham – From Malcolm Thwaite, Glasgow 
 Many thanks for the beautifully produced Rackham article in Torque No.42, 
apropos of which I’d like to add a brief addendum – When I noted Alan Townsin’s 
suggestion that Forrester’s “…..design was used on a few Fifth Avenue L-type buses 
in 1925…..” I said these were “…..possibly the 27 so-called ‘slatted- tops’…..” (my 
emphasis). Had I taken the trouble to read the Motor Bus Society photo I supplied of 
the rear view of a ‘slatted-top’ L-type alongside an earlier A-type more carefully, I 
would have seen what must have been glaringly obvious to Alan and other Torque 
readers; namely the very narrow platform window and offset lower deck aisle of the 
L-type. This three-plus-one lower deck seating confi guration of course confi rms 
beyond any doubt that the ‘slatted-tops’ were indeed the fi rst stepped aisle double-
deckers to be built, if not the fi rst to be patented. My apologies for the oversight. (No 
problem Malcolm, your in-depth article was brilliant, just the sort of thing we need in 
Torque, and thanks for the kind comments! – Ed.)   I wonder if you could also express 
my belated thanks to Eli Bail, Editor of ‘Motor Coach Age’, for the photo consent and 
The Motor Bus Society for the wealth of invaluable published source material.

Lunch with Lord Stokes – From Alan Townsin, Steventon 
 I am very much in support of Mike’s plea in the Editorial in the last issue of 
Torque for ex-employee contributions. One of the big topics of the day, stirred by the 
obituaries and subsequent exchanges of view on Lord Stokes, is to try and establish 
just what Leyland really was like. Mike’s article shows that quite clearly Lord Stokes 
had not lost his ability to charm right up to being 93, and Mike and Pat’s visit yielded 
some valuable information as well as indications of Stokes’ own view of various 
people. His father was another enigmatic person, moving in late 1929 from being 
General Manager of the Plymouth Corporation Transport Department, since 1919, to 
United Automobile Services Ltd as its fi rst General Manager immediately after the 
LNER and TBAT take-over of that fi rm. H.P.Stokes’ stay there lasted just under a year, 
ending suddenly, all of which had happened before Donald Stokes went to Leyland. 
 Dr H.F.Haworth was a mystery man in a different way, appointed Leyland’s 
Acting Chief Engineer after Rackham left in June 1928, confi rmed in the post in July 
1929 but effectively demoted after a few years and put into various lesser positions 
– had he lost his sense of motivation?  It seems clear that running a department was 
not his strong point – was he an academic not suited to commercial realities?  Does 
anyone know what his doctorate was in?  The link with GEC in regard to trolleybuses, 
which had begun in 1930, seems not to have been very satisfactory. 
 It would be interesting to discover the precise dates when Donald Stokes 
moved between sections or departments at Leyland. I haven’t come across any signs 
of enthusiasm on his part for becoming involved with new technology and I get the 
impression he was better suited to being on the sales side, which he’d joined even 
before the war. Here again it would be good if those who were there could give their 
own accounts of those days. 
 Was Leyland “a happy ship” or one subject to divisions? – sometimes it seems 
to be thought that “divide and rule” was the way to run a company, only the top 
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management being allowed to see the whole picture. I’ve come across this in my 
own career at Thornycroft and it was far from effi cient. I do get the impression that 
the Spurriers and Stokes were prone to a similar philosophy but it would be good to 
see what those who were there in different departments thought.
(I get the impression, from speaking to Stokes himself, also to many employees going back to 
the 1950s, that Leyland was then a very “happy ship” and that staff held the top management 
with respect and high esteem. However, many of the founding fathers and managers who 
had risen through the ranks in the 1920s to 1940s retired/died around 1960, leaving a lack 
of continuity and a power vacuum. Coupled with a whole succession of acquisitions, wanted 
and unwanted, followed by Government intervention and fi nancial crises, I would imagine 
that the whole “happy ship” situation was turned completely upside down. Please may we 
have your views, particularly from those who worked at Leyland? – Ed.)

Stokes & Axle Ratios – From Robin Hannay, Crewe
 I have read various obituaries to Lord Stokes but I haven’t seen any reference 
to the offer that he rejected, from G.K.N. around 1980 for the Austin - Morris 
Division. This was mentioned in an interesting book written by Graham Turner 
called ‘The Leyland Papers’ - which went into the fall of Leyland.   I was loaned a 
copy some time ago and have been trying to purchase a copy of my own ever since. 
(Try eBay Robin, that’s where I found my copy – Ed.)   If he had accepted their offer, I 
think Leyland (and Austin-Morris) would still be World leading vehicle manufacturers. 
Having worked at Lancaster House (Leyland H.Q.) in the 1980s, I learned that many 
of the orders that he was credited with, were the result of the hard work of the Sales 
Teams in the territory but accepted by Lord Stokes as the factory fi gure head.
 I wonder if I may comment on a statement made by Lawrence Macduff in his 
interesting series on Driving Leylands.  On page 32/3 of Torque No.42, he says  “It 
had the highest diff. ratio I’ve ever come across ....reach no less than 54 mph in 4th 
gear”.  If it was the highest ratio, I doubt if it would have reached 50 mph in overdrive.  
This is a common mistake over diff. ratios.   May I explain? –  I think readers will 
agree that 6:1 is a higher ratio than 5:1. The fi gures mean that for every 6 or 5 turns 
of the prop. shaft, the road wheel revolves once.   If an engine is governed at 1,800 
rpm, when in direct drive with the higher ratio of 6:1, the wheels would turn 300 
times per minute, ie 1/6th.  If the ratio was changed to 5:1, then the road wheels 
would turn 360 times, making the vehicle faster. So a lower, 5:1 ratio gives a higher 
road speed.   However, the 6:1 ratio would give the vehicle better acceleration and 
climb hills better, and in hilly country could return a quicker journey time. (This is an 
old chestnut and you are logically right. Many people relate to a higher ratio making the 
vehicle go at a higher speed, and low ratio for a lower speed, eg. engaging “low ratio” in a 
Land Rover for travelling over diffi cult ground! – Ed.)

Leyland National Engine Changes – From Tim Moss
 With reference to Neil Steele’s comments on Leyland National engines in 
Torque No.41, all Leyland National 2 vehicles were fi tted as standard with 
Hydracyclic transmissions irrespective of the engine type. Early vehicles were fi tted 
with horizontal O.680 engines though this was soon refi ned into the L11 which 
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incorporated subtle detail differences. The turbocharged O.690 variant was originally 
fi tted to development vehicles NCW 800T and GFR 799W, presumably with 
Pneumocyclic transmission. The TL11 engine was made available as an option on 
the National 2 again with Hydracyclic transmission.

 As a rule of thumb, National 1 vehicles were constructed with Pneumocyclic 
transmission in either semi or fully automatic format. I do have to call into question 
the comments regarding National 1 vehicles being retrofi tted with horizontal Leyland 
O.680 engines. As far as I am aware, only two vehicles were retro-fi tted with O.680 
engines by National Bus Company subsidiaries;  Ribble fi tted a horizontal engine to 
their 755 (UHG 755R) and Trent fi tted a vertical O.680 engine, from a scrap Atlantean, 
to their 445 (PRR 445R). Neither vehicle proved to be a great success and indeed the 
latter received a Gardner 6HLXB in its later years. During 1981 Eastern Counties 
fi tted Gardner engines experimentally to vehicles LN600 (WVF 600S) and LN781 
(DPW 781T), which required movement of the radiator to the front of the vehicle. 
This led to the Gardner engine, in both naturally aspirated and later turbocharged 
format, to become a factory option on the National 2, again mated to a Hydracylic 
transmission. Cumberland 395 (WAO 395Y), delivered in January 1983, was the fi rst 
production vehicle to be fi tted with a Gardner 6HLXB from new. Crosville undertook 
a similar re-engining with Gardner engines into their National 1s, from redundant 
Seddon Pennine vehicles, in 1984. The full details of this project can be found in 
Duncan Roberts’ book, Crosville Motor Services, Part 2: 1945 - 1990.

This Chase Bus 10.3m National was fi tted with an O.680 engine by Chase. The radiator has noticeably 
been moved to the nearside to accommodate the engine resulting in a small window above the radiator             
           (TimMoss)

 In later years both National 1 and National 2 vehicles have been fi tted in 
signifi cant numbers with either the Volvo THD101E, or DAF DKDL1160 engines 
(itself a development of the original Leyland engine) to increase vehicle longevity. 
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The vertical Cummins B series engine mated to an Allison transmission, the same 
confi guration as fi tted to Dennis’ popular Dart midibus chassis, was also  fi tted 
to a number of National 1s. More unusually, Chase Bus Services of Chasetown 
undertook work to their own second hand National fl eet which involved the fi tment 
of various engines including a O.680 engine, TL11 and more unusually a Leyland 
O.420 engine mated to an Allison fully automatic transmission from a dustbin lorry!  
I hope this clarifi es a few points. (Vehicle Registrar, Leyland National Group - All good 
stuff Tim, thank you! – Ed.)
 Duncan Roberts also wrote on this subject, describing his National YPL 
383T with horizontal O.680 engine conversion which suffered badly from over 
heating despite several attempts to rectify the problem. He continues - “Ultimately 
we grafted on a Mark 2 front with front mounted radiator. That worked!  This is 
reminiscent of Eastern Counties with its Gardner conversion which at fi rst had a 
‘snout’ for a front mounted radiator  (that sounds familiar! – remember the Gardner oil 
engine conversions of TD1s in many of the Tilling fl eets?! – Ed.)  Ultimately that company 
fi tted a Mark 2 front. Strangely, Crosville conversions  with Gardner engines were 
fi ne – I ran over 20 of these, all with good results with a rear mounted radiator. 
Unsurprising really, given that the Gardner was always a ‘cold’ unit. I do wonder if 
ECOC ran to a front mounted radiator without trying the standard confi guration in 
an endeavour to replicate the Bristol RE – perhaps also infl uencing the handling?”  
(Does any reader have a picture of an ECOC National with a “snout”? – Ed.)

The DSB Titan PD2/3 – From Allan T.Condie, Kinnoull
 I have a number of low-res. scans of photographs taken by John Shearman of 
this vehicle, when it was ‘in preservation’. The bus has platform doors, but of a non-
standard design, with the platform entrance lowered in the doorway to create an 
angled step up to the main platform. The doors were narrower than the standard and 
built into a squared-off surround. In addition there was the sliding door across the 
platform bulkhead – this looks like a later addition and is out of character with the 
rest of the conversion, as if the door came from something else as it is of wooden 
construction. The lower deck rear platform window was hinged.
 As to the origin of the vehicle I suspect from the number of opening windows 
it may have been another of those diverted export jobs intended for South Africa. 
Looking at the livery in the DAB workshops this could well be the case. It would 
therefore seem likely that the conversion to right hand entrance and left hand staircase 
was done in Denmark. The chassis Number was 483583, which comes amongst a 
batch for Cape Tramways and Port Elizabeth.

The 500 Shop – From Les Simpson, Chorley  
 Just a minor point from the bottom of page 5, Torque No.40, the 500 Shop 
was used for vehicle related production before the late 1980s, for the conversion of 
trucks produced in the LAP. This was for wheelbase extensions, engine / gearbox 
changes etc. and, in the early 1990s, for the start of production of the Military 
DROPS 8x6 truck with a static line, before production was transferred to the LAP.
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1930 Leyland Tiger TS2  -  New to East Yorkshire Motor Services of Hull, fi tted 
with rare Ransomes of Ipswich body, reg. RH 206 (on V5C). 
Fully reconditioned chassis, new springs, re-con hubs, etc.  
Fully re-conditioned six cyl. petrol engine to original 
specifi cation, new tyres, with spare set.  Professionally rebuilt 
body frame to original specifi cation, new radiator.  This bus is 
over 50% restored and needs panelling etc to fi nish.  Asking price £9,500.  Part 
exchanged welcomed.  Contact Carl Ireland, Hull on 07836 755325.
Leyland Hippo 6x4 tractor unit - New to British Nuclear Fuels, Selafi eld in 1956, 
understood to be 1 of 4 special factory built, registered 15.11.56,  
SRM 947 and is on a V5 log book, the old buff log book is with it 
showing BNF the 1st owner and 2nd the retired gentleman, who 
has had it since 1974, and now wants £2850.00 plus VAT for it.  
Mileage is said to be correct at 15,890 from new.  It measures 14 
feet from centre of front axle to centre of rear drive axle, overall length 19 feet, all the 
cab glass is in and also all clocks and guages, doors good, pair of front wings needed, 
some grill and roof repairs needed.  It has an O.680 engine and is now at last for sale 
– I can put you in touch with the owner. Contact David Watson,  07850408289.

‘Tanks and  More Tanks’ - a brief record of Leyland’s war effort - Offers 
required please.  Also pre-war Leyland Journals £10 each plus postage.  Other bus and 
lorry books for sale. R.N.Hannay, 01477 532498 or e-mail guyarab1942@yahoo.co.uk
20 Inch Wheels & Tyres - Bill Ashcroft  (01772 322399) is looking for Titan type 
34 x 7 or 36 x 8 wheel centres for his Ribble Lion LT2 – can you help him please?
Atlantean 50 Years Mega Rally  -  Sunday, 24th May, 2009 at Exeter Racecourse 
– Contact Nick Craig, North Furzham Road, Brixham, Devon  TQ5 8HT.

COVER PICTURES

Front Cover
  In 1938 Belfast Corporation purchased fourteen 68 seater trolley buses of 
seven different chassis makes, with fi ve different bodybuilders, to determine what 
they would buy for their tram replacement fl eet. Numbers 11/12, EZ 7899/900 were 
Leyland bodied Leyland TTB6 with GEC equipment and they were originally 
painted with cream coloured fronts with “Rochdale style swoops” at the top front 
side panel – note the curved beading.                                                       (WJ Haynes)
Back Cover
 ENJ 903 was a Leyland Beaver 12B/1, chassis 483903 (matching chassis 
number?!), line no.448, built in October 1948.  It was new to V. Darlington, Chailey, 
East Sussex in 2/49, being sold later to Barlow’s Cooperage, London E3, with whom 
it is seen here with trailer.  It carried 255 Whiskey Casks between London and 
Scotland averaging 9.6mpg and a pint of oil per trip.          (Mike Sutcliffe Collection)
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Opinions and views expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the Society, its 
offi cers nor the Editor. The Editor would be pleased if members could bring to his attention any 
errors. Every effort is made to give due credit for all photographs and material used. Should 
there be any unintended breach of copyright, then the Editor must be informed to enable ac-
knowledgement to be made. Under the Data Protection Act 1984, the Society gives notice that 
membership records, Leyland Vehicle Register details and Leyland Torque dispatch informa-
tion are held on a data base. The Society undertakes that this information is not divulged to 
any outside agency or individual.
This issue of Leyland Torque has been produced by Mike Sutcliffe, with additional help from 
Neil Steele, Ron Phillips and Gary Dwyer. Distribution by Alexandra Phillips. It was printed by 
Go  Colour, West Yorkshire. Items for inclusion in the Summer 2009 issue should be sent to the Editor by 
20th April 2009, please.

LEYLAND TORQUE

GARDNER  ENGINED  PDR1/1  ATLANTEAN

The Kowloon Motor Bus Co.(KMB) of Hong Kong imported a quantity of ex-UK 
PDR1/1 Atlanteans in 1972-4, to meet a heavy demand for extra buses following the 
opening of the Cross Harbour Tunnel. Amongst these were some Gay Hostess 
coaches from Ribble and Standerwick, such as 2L15 (AD 7463) seen in the illustration.  
As the Leyland O.600 engine was prone to overheating in the Hong Kong climate, 
KMB experimented with fi tting Gardner 6LX engines in 3 Atlanteans, the one seen 
here, and ex-Sheffi eld 924,2L52, and ex-Maidstone & District 5530, 2L64.
As the 6LX was bulkier than the Leyland engine, the gearbox is seen projecting 
through the engine cowling, and a narrower opening “bonnet” has been fi tted. The 
China Motor Bus Company (CMB) also converted 3 Atlanteans to Gardner power, 
these being ex-London XA25,44,48.                   (Ian Glass, courtesy John Shearman) 
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PUBLICATIONS FOR SALE
Available from The Leyland Society, "Sunnyside", Whitchurch Road,

Aston, Nantwich, CW5 8DB. Cheques made payable to
“The Leyland Society Ltd.” please. Prices include P&P.

The Leyland Buses of Wigan Corporation,..............£7.95
The Leyland Buses of Southport Corporation, ........£7.95
The Ribble Double Deck Coaches, .........................£8.95
The Leyland Buses of Leigh Corporation, ...............£8.95
Leyland Fire Engines, 1930-1942............................£8.95
The Leyland Buses of Burnley, Colne & Nelson......£8.95

NEW TITLES
The Leyland Buses of Plymouth City Transport

Due May 2009,  48pp. Colour laminated cover, Expected price £8.95
Leyland Fire Engines.   1942-1960

To follow as soon as time permits.  48pp Fully illustrated and 
with a colour laminated cover.  Expected price £8.95

See the Society website for our other items for sale

BUS & COACH
PRESERVATION

Available from good newsagents.
Price £3.75

or E-mail presbusps@aol.com

Tel: 023 9265 5224

Hon. PRESIDENT To be appointed

Hon. VICE PRESIDENTS Gordon Baron, 44 Rhoslan Park,
76 Conwy Road, Colwyn Bay LL29 7HR

John D. Bishop, 10 Betley Hall Gardens, 
Betley, nr. Crewe, Cheshire, CW3 9BB

Neil D. Steele, 18 Kingfisher Crescent, 
Cheadle, Staffordshire, ST10 1RZ

CHAIRMAN, BCVM LIAISON Ron Phillips, 16 Victoria Avenue,
‘FLEET BOOKS’ EDITOR Grappenhall, Warrington, WA4 2PD

EDITOR and SECRETARY Mike A Sutcliffe MBE, ‘Valley Forge’
213 Castle Hill Road, Totternhoe, 
Dunstable, Beds LU6 2DA

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY David J. Moores, 10 Lady Gate, 
Diseworth, Derby DE74 2QF

TREASURER David E.Berry, 5 Spring Hill Close,
VEHICLE REGISTRAR Westlea, Swindon, Wilts, SN5 7BG

WEBMASTER John Woodhouse

COMMITTEE MEMBERS David L. Bishop, ‘Sunnyside’ Whitchurch 
Road, Aston, Nantwich, CW5 8DB

Gary Dwyer, 8 St Mary’s Close, West St.
Sompting, Lancing, W. Sussex  BN15 0AF

John Howie, 37 Balcombe Gardens, 
Horley, Surrey, RH6 9BY

Terry Spalding, 5 Layton Avenue, 
Mansfield, Notts. NG18 5PJ

MEMBERSHIP
Subscription levels are £24 per annum (Family £28), £30 for EEC members, £35 (in Sterling) for
membership outside the EEC.  Anyone joining after 1st January and before 31st July will have their
membership carried over to the next 31st July, ie up to 19 months.  This is good value for money
and new members are welcomed.  Application forms are available from the Membership Secretary
or via the Website "http://www.leylandsociety.co.uk" www.leylandsociety.co.uk 
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